
Yor Are a

Which hospital do you work for

Registered nurse

Doctor



Gender

Age

Male
Female
Intersex

years old

years old

years old

years old



Feeling about the space

Feeling about the space

1.Space

Is there enough space for medical equipment?

Do patients have enough space to keep their personal belongings?

Yes

No

Yes

No



Yes

No

Yes

No

Do patient's personal belongings sometimes interrupt treatments?

Is there adequate space for a caregiver?

In which circumstances the curtain will be pulled up? (multiple choices )

Change the clothes
Sleep

Change the diaper
Change the medicine

treatment
excretion
treatment

No
Anytime

Bathing, change the medicine
Inquiry

 (the patient will ask to pull it up)
anytime



Feeling about the space

2.Color

The tone of a patient's room

The architectural material used in a patient's room(multiple choices )

The color of light in a patient's room

Timber 

Tile

fabric

plastic

glass

metal

wall paper

paint

I don’t know

Yellow

White

Both

Bedside lamp is yellow

Warm Cold



The light level in a patient's room

Is there any decoration in a patient's room?

Dark Bright

Yes, it's decorated by the hospital

Yes, it's decorated by patient/visitors

No



3.TV

How many TVs are there in a double patient's room?

How often does a patient watch TV?

When do patients mostly turn on the TV?

Every day

Around twice a week

Rarely

Day

Afternoon

Night



4.Odor

Does the hospital limit the TV time?

The odor in a patient's room

Every room has different odor

Smell of bleach

Smell of toilet

No

Smell of patients

No specific odor

Yes

No

7:00-21:00

should turn off after 22:00 

Not sure

No TV

No TV

9:00-21:00

6:00-22:00



5.Nurse call button

Your acceptance of the odor

How often does a patient press the button?

The reason of pressing the button

Comfortable Uncomfortable

Every day

Several times a week

Several times 2 week

Several times 3 week

Rarely

Emergency situation

General medical treatment

Want to talk to somebody (feeling lonely)

No drip

Patiemts without family they would need 
help

Ask for service

No

Dependence on the situation



6. Position of a patient

The most common angle of the patient's bed back

The most common sleeping position of a patient

Emergency situation

General medical treatment

Want to talk to somebody (feeling lonely)

No drip

Patiemts without family they would need 
help

Ask for service

No

Dependence on the situation

Lay down

45 degree

90 degree sitting position

30 degree

15 degree

Sleeping on their back

Sleeping on their side

Sleeping on their stomach

swich the position between 3 of this

Nurses help them



The most common shift you work in hospital

The most common activity the patient is doing, when you visit them

Interaction of people

1.Patients and nurses

regular day shift

regular night shift

regular midnight shift

3 shifts

Sleep

Chat with somebody

have a meal

Use computer/phone/ipad

read book/newspaper/ magazine



Most of the time, the door is 

Will the doctor/nurse knock on the door before entering the room?

2.Door

Open

Close

Yes

No

If the door is open, I will knock the door

Open space

I will knock during the day, but not 
during the midnight



After they entered the room, will they close the door?

If the patient is sleeping, what would you do?

If the patient is having a meal, what would you do?

Yes

No

I will keep the original state

Entering the roomwon’t close the door, 
leaving the room depending on the situation
Asking the patient

No door

Entering the roomwon’t close the door, 
leaving the room will close the door

No door

Do the treatment directly

Wake them up

Come back later

Dependence on the situation

Dependence on the situation, If it’s 

emergency I will wake them up

Do the treatment directly

Come back later

Dependence on the situation

Ask the patients’ opinion

Ask the patients’ opinion



Most visitors will come during

Does the hospital limit the visiting time?

3.Visitors

Day

Afternoon

Night

Yes
No

Before 21:00
Before 22:00

7:00-22:00
Before 21:00

After 22:00 only one visitors
Before 22:00
Before 21:00

8:00-22:00
Before 22:00

11,14, 20
6:00-22:00

10:30-11:00 19:30-20:30
Before 22:00



Does the hospital limit the number of visitors?

Yes

No

before 21:30

6:00-22:00

2


